Feminism includes all genders
(if it doesn’t, it’s not feminism)

Support Bill C-16:
amend the Canadian Human Rights Act
to prohibit discrimination on the basis of
gender identity and gender expression!

Fight Gender Essentialism
(the idea that there are only two genders: women and men;
that women and men have specific, separate and rigid
roles within society which they cannot deviate from)

& Fight Biological Determinism
(the idea that gender is determined based solely on our
body parts, chromosomes and genetics (biology); that
identifying either as only male or only female is the default)

These beliefs are harmful
to people of all genders

#PassBillC16 #SupportBillC16 #ProtectTransKids
http://sds.utoronto.ca/news/support-bill-c-16/
https://theantioppressionnetwork.wordpress.com

Because it's 2017